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CLEARSONIC AMPPAC INSTALLATION GUIDE

For every environment of your life

1. Stand acrylic panels up in a zigzag
formation. Peel off paper masking.
Note: this product is NOT returnable
once paper masking is removed.

3. Attach S2 SORBER baffles together 
with included Velcro.

2. Place acrylic panels in semi-circle
around your amplifier.

4. Place SORBER baffles behind
your amplifier with the edges meeting
the acrylic panels and your AmpPac is
done!

5. For AmpPacs with lids: Place larger SORBER baffle 
lid on top so the front rests on the acrylic panels and the 
back rests on the S2 SORBER baffles. There should be 
a small gap in the back to allow for air circulation. Your 
AmpPac is now complete!
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Stand acrylic panels up in a zigzag formation.  
Peel off paper masking. 

Note: this product is NOT returnable once  
paper masking is removed.

Attach S2 SORBER baffles together with  
included Velcro®

Place acrylic panels in semi-circle around amplifier.

Place SORBER bafles behind amplifier with  
the edges meeting the acrylic panels and your  
AmpPac is done!
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For AmpPacs with lids:

Place larger SORBER baffle lid on top so the front 
rests pm the acrylic panels and the back rests on 
the S2 SORBER baffles. 

There should be a small gap in the back to allow for 
air circulation.

Your AmpPac is now complete!
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1. Stand acrylic panels up in a zigzag 
formation. Peel off paper masking. Note: 
this product is NOT returnable once the 
paper masking has been removed.

2. Set acrylic panels around your
amplifier in the shape of a hexagon so
that the two edge panels meet each
other in the back.

4. Place each S1 SORBER baffle in 
position on the acrylic shield (1 baffle 
per panel). Apply pressure from both 
sides to get Velcro to stick. Once all 
the SORBER baffles are in place your 
AmpPac is ready to rock!

3. Place four (4) pieces of included Velcro 
on each S1 SORBER baffle about 1 inch 
from each corner. Once the Velcro is 
placed, peel the masking off to expose 
adhesive backing. 

5. For AmpPacs with Lids: Set larger S3 SORBER baffle 
on top. There should be small gaps in front and back to 
promote air circulation.
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Stand acrylic panels up in a zigzag formation.  
Peel off paper masking. 

Note: this product is NOT returnable once  
paper masking is removed.

Place four (4) pieces of included Velcro® on each  
S1 SORBER baffle about 1 inch from each corner. 
Once the Velcro is placed, peel the masking off to 
expose adhesive backing.

Set acrylic panels around amplifier in the shape of 
a hexagon so that the two edge panels meet each 
other in the back..

Place each S1 SORBER baffle in position on the 
acrylic shield (1 baffle per panel). Apply pressure 
from both sides to get Velcro to stick. Once all teh 
SORBER panels are in place your AmpPac is ready 
to rock!
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For AmpPacs with lids:

Set larger S3 SORBER baffle on top. There should 
be small gaps in front and back to promoter air 
circulation.

Your AmpPac is now complete!
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